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A climate movement for everyone 

In 2021, ACF and partners launched Together We Can to 
demonstrate the huge public demand for real action on climate 
this decade. 

We brought together everyday people, communities and 
businesses all over the country calling for climate and nature 
solutions to cut pollution by more than half this decade.

Through extensive media coverage, a massive TV and digital 
advertising campaign, solutions-focused community events and 
tens of thousands of people making their calls for action visible, 
we made climate a key issue.

Here’s what we’ve achieved ahead of the federal election…



What we did and our impact

A majority in 151 seats want greater climate action (Australia's biggest ever climate poll, 
Aug 2021). 

Australians have googled climate change 50 times more than during the last federal 
election (ABC, May 2022).

Climate change is the #1 issue on ABC Vote Compass with 29% of people saying it was 
most the important (ABC, Apr 2022).

We reached more than 9 million people across Australia with our TV and digital advertising 
campaign and  our climate and nature solutions featured in media stories over 600 times. 

We distributed over 124,000 Climate Action Now signs making our demands visible in the 
majority of electorates.

Over 100,000 people took action for our climate and nature, and 30,000 people shared 
their story to be delivered to MPs by signing the People's Voice. 

We kept building our powerful movement, we joined forces with 36 partner organisations 
and held 340 events with people, communities and businesses.



Australia’s biggest ever Climate Poll 

We made headlines nationally feature climate 
solutions with Australia's biggest ever climate 
polls (15,000 people and 151 federal electorates in 
August 2021 and March 2022):
● Climate action is a “top three” issue for the 

majority of Australians and the #1 issue for 
young people.

● Disproved opposition to greater climate action 
in fossil fuel reliant communities such as 
central Queensland.

● Showed a majority of people want faster 
climate action, and that net zero by 2050 is 
"too little, too late".

● Revealed a majority of people in every seat 
believe the economy will become stronger by 
taking greater action and that the personal 
benefits of action outweigh any costs. 



We elevated climate and nature solutions

Since July 2021, we reached almost 10 million people 
across Australia with our TV and digital advertising 
campaign and our climate and nature solutions featured 
in media stories over 600 times. 

● Our biggest ever climate poll resulted in national 
headlines declaring “The War Is Over” (News Ltd 
inc Herald Sun, Mar 2022).

● 3 million people were reached through our TVC on 
prime time TV.

● Local media stories showed that climate change is a 
key issue in key electorates including Reid, 
Kooyong, Brisbane and Gilmore.



We made our demands for climate action visible

We distributed over 126,000 Climate Action Now 
signs and stickers making our demands visible in the 
majority of electorates: 

● Climate Action Now signs and stickers made 
communities bright including:
○ 1730 in Boothby (SA)
○ 2645 in Brisbane (QLD)
○ 2170 in Chisholm (VIC)
○ 1260 in Eden Monaro (NSW)
○ 3665 in Kooyong (VIC)
○ 1630 in Reid (NSW)
○ 2665 in Ryan (QLD)

● Thousands of climate poll flyers showing 
electorate level results were distributed by ACF 
community groups and allies. 



We kept building our powerful movement

We kept building our powerful movement, we 
joined forces with 36 partner organisations and 
held 340 events with people, communities and 
businesses. 

● We worked with businesses, unions and 
movement allies to launch the Sunshot 
Report, Australia’s opportunity to create 
395,000 clean export jobs.

● Over 100,000 people took an action with us 
● 1000 people joined our Climate Solutions 

Panel and 800 people joined the National 
Integrity Forum. 



We held our elected representatives to account

Since July 2021, over 100,000 people took action for our 
climate and nature, and 30,000 people shared their story to 
be delivered to MPs by signing the People's Voice. 

● An incredible 87,009 people called upon decision makers 
to adopt our five climate and nature solutions.

● Together we sent 49,996 emails to federal MPs and 
Senators advocating for climate and nature solutions.

● 21 ACF community groups had meetings with their MPs  
● Delivered localised climate poll results to MPs including 

Higgins, Ryan, Warringah and Wentworth.
● After the election, 839 individual people signed up to 

deliver a report to their MP - covering 90 percent of 
federal electorates.



A new dawn for climate and nature

● At the 2022 federal election communities 
all across the country delivered a clear 
mandate to our Parliament: step up for 
people, climate and nature.

● We closed the Together We Can campaign 
with more than 1,200 candles lighting up 
the front lawn of Parliament House to 
symbolise the new dawn for climate and 
nature under a new federal government.



A new dawn for climate and nature

● On 2 June, ACF Community groups and 
allies showed their MPs the wave of 
community support for stronger 
climate and nature action this decade. 
Groups representing 13 electorates 
delivered their MPs Together We Can 
reports showing the climate and nature 
solutions their electorate want most.

● Now it’s time for our government to 
follow through on their commitments, 
and raise their ambition to help solve 
the climate and nature crises.




